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To Be Given With Lesson 11
1. When Jesus uses the term “this generation” in Matthew 23:36 and 24:34, he means which of the
following:
a. The people of the generation just before the end of the world
b. The Jewish race
c. Those to whom he was then speaking
2. Jesus intends the list of events such as wars, rumors of wars, earthquakes and famines as:
a. Signs by which his disciples can tell when Jerusalem will soon be destroyed
b. Events which the disciples might mistakenly use as signs of Jerusalem’s fall.
c. Sings by which his disciples can tell when the end of the world is near.
3. The real sign Jesus gives by which one can tell when Jerusalem will soon be destroyed is:
a. A severe famine
b. A major shakeup in the Roman government
c. A terrible persecution of Christians
d. An army coming to surround the city.
4. When the real sign comes, Christians should:
a. Flee the city quickly
b. Picket the temple grounds
c. Go on a fast
d. Find places in the city to hide
5. The prophet Jesus quotes as having spoken of the fall of Jerusalem is:
a. Isaiah
b. Jeremiah
c. Ezekiel
d. Daniel
6. In which verse of Matthew 24 does Jesus change the subject to the end of the world?
a. V. 24
b. V. 29
c. V. 36
d. V. 43
7. Which of the following statements is NOT true, according to Matthew 24-25?
a. The end will come like a thief in the night
b. Abnormal times will precede the coming of the end of the world
c. Jesus does not know when the end of the world will come
d. The main lesson Jesus gives here is to live so we will always be ready
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